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Wonder Weed
A research team led by Dr. John Sedbrook is transforming pennycress 
into a crop that will benefit farmers and the environment. (Page 12)
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4 Harvesting student feedback
Two Agriculture professors are gathering student feedback in 
order to better teach a generation of students who have been 
shaped by social media and are motivated to improve the 
world.
STEM research
In this issue's Research Spotlight, we talked to Dr. Rebekka 
Darner about her new role as director of the Center for 
Mathematics, Science, and Technology. 
A cross-disciplinary 
research project is 
helping those in their 
golden years connect 
with the outside world 
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I am pleased to be a part of this latest edition of the Redbird Scholar. As I write this, the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic continues to grip the world, and Illinois State University continues to adapt to our new reality of how to conduct research, engage in creative activities, and educate students in the current climate. Owing to the timelines of publication, many of the stories you see in this pub-
lication were written well before the crisis caused changes in the way we could conduct our work, gather to celebrate, or even interact for 
photographs. I hope you enjoy the fine work the authors and editors have done in compiling these highlights of what has been going on 
at Illinois State.  
We remain committed to our rigorous pursuit of new knowledge. Even in this global crisis, research and creative expression con-
tinue. This spring and summer, many ISU scholars have continued to conduct research, often with revised procedures, guidelines, and 
protocols, and with revised expectations. It is more difficult to be in the lab, to travel to visit archives, or to visit a library, and in-person 
performances have been curtailed. We sought to find creative solutions to allow our work to continue. Research strategies and creative 
methods have changed for many, and this pandemic has led us to ask new questions.  
A number of scholars from units all across campus have adapted their research to include coronavirus-related projects, including 
in modeling and investigating the impacts on many different populations. Those studies are still evolving, and are in various stages of 
progress, but we look forward to sharing those results here and elsewhere in the future. I am pleased that many were still able to safely 
include students in their scholarly activities, even though it may have been a completely different type of experience than what it would 
have looked like in 2019. Being able to work with student co-workers was always very important to me in the chemistry research laborato-
ry and was part of what drew me to ISU for my career.  
The transition has not been perfect, of course. There are some aspects of our work that are difficult or impossible to do virtually.  
We are all still striving to work in this new world and embracing the positive aspects of doing some things virtually that were once per-
formed in person. We are learning new skills and discovering creative new ways to ask and answer questions, and for that I am grateful.   
I look forward to a time when our research and creative efforts can expand even more, and we can again gather and celebrate like some 
of these photographs and stories in this edition depict. Until then, stay safe and thanks for reading.
Craig C. McLauchlan
Associate vice president for Research and Graduate Studies
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By Kevin Bersett
Illinois State University has a new campus 
leader of research. On July 1, Dr. Craig C. 
McLauchlan replaced fellow Department 
of Chemistry colleague Dr. John Baur, as 
the University’s associate vice president 
for Research and Graduate Studies. 
Baur had served in the role for seven 
years, ushering in several new programs 
including the launch of this magazine.  
He established the Office of Student Re-
search in 2019 and revamped the Office of 
Research and Sponsored Programs, which 
in recent years has recorded some of the 
highest amounts of external grant funding 
in the University’s history. Under Baur’s 
direction, the University also joined the 
Illinois Innovation Network. The statewide 
initiative will provide funding for an ISU-
run startup incubator and makerspace at a 
new location in Uptown Normal.
Baur has returned as a professor to 
the Department of Chemistry, where  
McLauchlan has been a professor and  
had served as chair for the previous  
seven years.
McLauchlan arrived at Illinois State 
in 2002. He earned a Ph.D. in chemistry at 
Northwestern University and completed 
postdoctoral work at Harvard University. 
His research has been focused on turning 
petroleum into more useful products and 
creating new compounds containing the 
metal vanadium. 
Redbird Scholar Editor-in-Chief Kevin 
Bersett interviewed Baur and McLauchlan 
via Zoom last spring during the coro-
navirus (COVID-19) pandemic. In the 
following Q&A, the former talks about his 
tenure and the latter about his plans for 
the job. The interview has been edited for 
brevity and clarity.
Why did you want to take this position, 
Craig?
I am really committed to research and 
graduate education. And this offers me a 
chance to continue to give back to ISU, 
which gave me a start in my career and 
helped me become a teacher-scholar.
John, have you given Craig any advice 
on how to handle the job? It’s a big 
responsibility, with a scope much wider  
than a single department.
I’ve been trying to fill him in a little 
bit on the different aspects of the job. I 
think he’s learning that there’s more that 
you’re responsible for than he expected. 
But the responsibilities are very different 
than in a department. 
You have a different level of respon-
sibility, and you’re another step removed 
from the day-to-day operations. You’re in 
a strategic and support role—strategic in 
of theChanging    Guard
Dr. Craig C. McLauchlan 
(left) has taken over as 
associate vice president for 
Research and Graduate 
Studies from fellow 
Department of Chemistry 
colleague Dr. John Baur.
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terms of research for the University, but 
support in terms of supporting faculty by 
working to provide the services that they 
need. 
One of the best parts of the job is just 
learning about all of the interesting work 
going on and sometimes having an impact 
on it. You also meet a whole bunch of new 
people across campus. Although you have 
a lot more people blaming you for things, 
you also have a lot more people thanking 
you as well.
Craig, what do you feel is the biggest 
challenge you face?
Right now, it is this current climate (of 
the COVID-19 stay-at-home order). Since 
March 6, the challenge is determining how 
we continue to navigate all the disciplines, 
and the mentoring of graduate students, 
and the ability to conduct research in 
this new reality. How do the laboratory 
sciences do what they do? How do artists 
get training? How do we do fieldwork or 
experiential learning? How do we operate 
in this new era?
But I think for me the biggest chal-
lenge, other than this global pandemic 
and how we operate in it, is thinking 
about how ISU would incorporate en-
gineering into our research profile if we 
go that route. Also, I trust John a lot and 
I really respect him as a colleague. We 
worked together when he was my chair. 
In his current position, I have been very 
respectful of all the things he’s done. But 
what are some opportunities for improve-
ment? I think John would agree that when 
you’ve done something for a while, there’s 
a chance for someone to come in and 
hopefully build on it and see things from a 
new perspective.
John, what are you most proud of during 
your tenure? And what did you want to 
accomplish that you weren’t able to?
While we’re still not perfect, we’ve made 
strides in being more supportive of faculty 
and student research. I’ve been a faculty 
member here for 27 years. And so I knew 
what some of the issues we’re facing as 
PIs (principal investigators). I think on the 
grant side, we’ve built Research and Spon-
sored Programs into a better position to 
serve faculty. The Graduate School is more 
student friendly, which I don’t take a lot of 
credit for because the graduate directors 
have done most of that work. Even our 
IRB (Institutional Review Board) process 
has improved quite a bit. IRBs are never 
going to be popular, but you can make the 
process a lot easier.
I’ve tried to be more supportive of all 
research areas, not just grants, because 
there’s a lot of research that’s not easily 
amenable to grants. So we’ve expanded 
some programs like the subvention sup-
port and publication support programs to 
assist these other areas. And we’ve added 
a little bit to the university research grant 
funds so that more non-grant related work 
can be funded.
What I would have liked to accom-
plish that we haven’t is to be farther along 
in several initiatives. Progress has been 
slow, and my philosophy is that you need 
a strong infrastructure before you ask 
everybody to be more active in research. 
We definitely have the talent to grow at 
the University, and I would argue that we 
have already started doing that just by im-
proving our support services. But it’s hard 
to tell every faculty member they have to 
do more research when we don’t yet have 
sufficient infrastructure. So while I think 
we have a good start in building that infra-
structure, we have a ways to go yet.
I would love to see us be more rec-
ognized as a research institution. I think 
students really want to be more involved 
in research. So I’m proud of getting the 
Office of Student Research off the ground. 
That took a while, and it’s not going full 
tilt yet, but it’s a good start.
Craig, how do you feel taking over some of 
these projects that John helped start?
There’s a lot of uncertainty. I have a new 
boss, and we have a new academic leader 
of the University. (Dr. Aondover Tarhule 
took over in July as the vice president and 
provost.) We have the Illinois Innovation 
Network, which is just getting going, and 
the Office of Student Research, which 
I would argue is still in a pilot phase. I 
feel like there’s a lot of pressure because 
there are a lot of really good things that 
have happened. And you don’t want to be 
the person who inherits the keys to the 
car and then drives off the cliff. I’d like to 
believe that I can continue to make those 
projects go and help us grow.
As for the Office of Student Research, 
I think people have been yearning for 
something like that to exist. I think that 
faculty and students really are going to 
get behind that. Whereas the Innovation 
Network, I don’t think there’s a broader 
consensus on exactly what that means. 
What does that look like? And what does 
that do? And how would that work with 
a makerspace? There is a lot of potential 
there.
And finally, Craig, what do you think faculty 
want out of your position?
Faculty, we just want to do the work, work 
with students, and pursue the projects we 
want to pursue. At least I did. And we’re 
not going to be focused on all of those 
guidelines and rules that are critical from 
the University perspective. I really want to 
follow up on what John has done in terms 
of reducing barriers.
I want to create a system where you 
make people aware of opportunities, and 
you try to really reduce the barriers. And 
then you trust a lot of really smart people 
who are really, really motivated and really 
creative from all over the University to do 
what they do best and try and set them up. 
Changing     Guard
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Agriculture professors 
reap feedback on students’ 
motivations to reach new 
generation
I t wasn’t long into her teaching  tenure at Illinois State University that Dr. Iuliia Tetteh, an assistant professor 
in the Department of Agriculture, noticed 
that learning tactics she found interesting 
and exciting as a student didn’t catch the 
attention of the young people she was 
teaching. 
Tetteh trekked over a few doors in the Ropp Agriculture 
Building to Professor Dr. Aslihan Spaulding’s office and asked 
if she saw the same thing in her classes. The pair concluded 
that they should ask the students themselves what most moti-
vated them. 
harvest
Department of Agriculture Professor  Dr. 
Aslihan Spaulding, left, and Assistant 
Professor Dr. Iuliia Tetteh are figuring out 
ways how to best engage students both in and 
out of the classroom. 
5
“We talk about how we expect ev-
eryone in class to be excited and ready 
to participate, yet in reality, it takes some 
effort for students to talk and contribute to 
discussion,” Spaulding said. 
So in 2018, the pair conducted a survey 
to investigate how to most effectively reach 
students who are in their late teens and 
early 20s. What they found was that stu-
dents today are more engaged and moti-
vated in class when the material is relevant 
to their career goals and the world around 
them rather than focused on course objec-
tives. 
Prior to the survey, Spaulding and 
Tetteh reviewed scholarly articles related to 
their investigation. These reviews showed 
how today’s students—surrounded by the 
latest technologies that can connect them 
to just about anything in a single click—
had a lower tolerance for delay, expected 
feedback almost immediately, and strongly 
preferred learning by doing. With that 
information, the Illinois State professors 
collaborated with University of Georgia 
Agriculture Assistant Professor Dr. Yangxu-
an Liu, then-undergraduate Michael Miner 
’19, and peers from other institutions to de-
velop survey questions. The team then sent 
those to students centered on the research 
question, How do you motivate and engage 
students in a classroom setting?
The researchers sent the online survey 
to 750 agriculture students at Illinois 
State and Eastern Kentucky University, 20 
percent of whom responded. Once the data 
were compiled, the research was presented 
at the 2018 Agricultural and Applied Eco-
nomics Association Annual Conference, 
in addition to the Illinois State Research 
Symposium, and the Center for Teaching 
and Learning Teaching’s annual Teaching 
& Learning Symposium.
The study, targeted at a generation 
that will constitute 75 percent of the U.S. 
workforce by 2030, showed that 93 percent 
of respondents were self-motivated indi-
viduals. Meanwhile, the majority of survey 
respondents feel most motivated when the 
work they are doing in class directly relates 
to their future profession.
While smartphones, tablets, and other 
devices students use can cause shorter 
attention spans, the social media channels 
on those technologies can make it easier to 
see how classrooms can come to life. 
“Based on the survey results, students 
consider the relevance of the material 
taught and its applicability to the needs of 
the job market as more important to their 
motivation than understanding how the 
material is linked to the course objectives,” 
Tetteh said. 
The study also showed that many 
students weren’t driven by the potential 
earnings of their chosen profession alone 
but also by what impact their career could 
have on society. 
About 65 percent of the respondents 
said they wanted to do well in school to 
find a career that makes an impact on the 
world around them, which was a nearly 
identical to the number of students who 
said they are motivated in the class to ob-
tain a high-paying job. 
“We want to make sure students see 
the relevance of content to real-life situ-
ations and their career goals,” Spaulding 
said. “We can also emphasize how the 
content is helping their desire to be a 
well-rounded individual since they value 
that.”
What might that look like? Tetteh and 
Spaulding sought answers to that question 
as well. The vast majority of the respon-
dents said it was very important for teach-
ers and professors to include real-world 
examples into a lesson. 
Beginning in the fall 2018 semester, 
Tetteh started incorporating this strategy 
of bringing in current events related to the 
material in the teaching structure for her 
Financial Management and Analysis of the 
Agribusiness Firm course. 
Before coming to class, students find 
news articles of their choosing that cover 
events and developments linked to the 
material, jotting down anything notewor-
“Students consider the relevance of the material taught 
and its applicability to the needs of the job market as more 
important to their motivation than understanding how the 
material is linked to the course objectives.”
— D R .  I U L I I A  T E T T E H
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thy they come across. They start class with 
student takeaways and then analyze the 
financial implications and developments of 
that product or market. 
For example, one such student in 
Tetteh’s class trained service dogs. In 
what would be one of the final in-person 
class sessions of the semester, the student 
researched an article about the possible 
delays of pet food due to the disruptions in 
the global supply chain due to coronavirus 
(COVID-19). 
On a different day, farm financial ratios 
were the topic of discussion. Agribusiness 
student Derek Durdle ’20, who planned 
to pursue a career in entrepreneurship, 
found an article talking about the increase 
of bankruptcies with dairy farmers in the 
United States. It spoke to the continued 
negative trends in consumer demand and 
increasing debt for these farmers, fueling 
poor farm financial ratios leading to even-
tual bankruptcy.
“Looking at entrepreneurship in my 
future, I was able to constantly apply what 
we were learning in class to my eventual 
career goals, knowing the consequences if 
finance ratios are not taken seriously,” said 
Durdle, who graduated in May.
Classmate Andrew Warnes ’20 agreed. 
“I think reinforcing a topic with a 
real-world example or current event is ben-
eficial to give students a tangible memory 
of something to relate back to the topic,” 
said Warnes, an agribusiness major who 
graduated in May.
Collaborating with peers also scored 
highly in student priorities. Sixty-seven 
respondents strongly agreed that they were 
more interested in participating in classes 
that allowed for student discussion on the 
topic, where only 30 survey takers said they 
strongly agreed that they would rather find 
the answers on their own. 
Spaulding has encouraged team-based 
projects since the beginning of her 18-year 
teaching career. She has noticed a trend 
of students preferring this type of method 
throughout the years, especially as tech-
nology has become so readily available and 
rapidly evolving. 
“You no longer have to meet in person 
to complete a team project,” Spaulding 
said. “You can use OneDrive, ReggieNet, 
Microsoft Teams, Zoom, etc. Students are 
adjusting to using these technologies, and 
having different options help alleviate the 
stress around teamwork.”
Tetteh and Spaulding are now collab-
orating with and collecting data from four 
other universities—Murray State, Kent 
State-Tuscarawas, Central Missouri, and 
Tennessee-Martin—to expand the study. 
The next step will be to compare the 
results across campuses to see if there any 
differences based on student locations. As 
for phase one of their study, they are pre-
paring to submit a manuscript to the North 
American Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture 
Journal. 
As Tetteh noted, times are always 
evolving in the world of academia. Class-
room structure now isn’t the same as when 
she was a student, and it may change again 
by the time current students are well into 
their professional careers. But having a 
gauge of how to most effectively reach to-
day’s students will foster academic growth, 
and that’s the goal Tetteh and Spaulding 
are working to meet.
“We want to make 
sure students see 
the relevance of 
content to real-life 
situations and their 
career goals.”
— D R .  A S L I H A N  S PA U L D I N G 
Survey results showed students are most engaged when the course material is hands-on and relevant 
to their future career. (Editor’s note: This photograph was taken before the coronavirus pandemic.)
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TWEETING 
INTO THE GOLDEN YEARS
BY 
Kate Arthur
On the first day the #GoldenTweets 
program was offered, a man walked in saying he 
was there to learn about birdcalls. When a professor told 
him it was a training program on the social media network 
Twitter and asked if the man would still be interested, 
he turned around and walked out. 
That’s how the pilot program for #GoldenTweets began in 2015. 
The ongoing research and educational project teaches those 55 and 
older how to log in, tweet, retweet, follow a trending topic using a 
hashtag, and engage in wide-ranging conversations about everything 
from baseball to geopolitics. One participant started a conversation 
with actor Ben Stiller. Another was thrilled when a local restaurant 
reached out to her.
Dr. Jennine Harvey-Northrop, an associate professor 
in the Department of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders (CSD), teamed with Dr. Caleb T. Carr, an 
associate professor in the School of Communication,  
to design the 13-week social media training program 
using Twitter, with the goal of teaching participants the 
skills and confidence needed to seek out and establish 
new social connections, as well as explore the world  
and their interests.  
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Northrop studies what happens to the brain and behavior as 
humans age, and what can be done to influence successful aging. 
“Not all of our cognitive skills decline as we age. Some cognitive 
areas even improve, so how do we capitalize on areas of improve-
ment to help those areas that become more challenging?”
Carr researches how human communication utilizes and is 
affected by technology, including for making hiring decisions 
and in decision-making. He explores how boundaries (including 
personal-professional and intimate-public) are blurred through 
technology.
The professors were interested in examining how participation 
in the program may alter communication and perception of self 
and others in normally aging adults. During the initial 
phase of the program, participants included 
individuals with normal cognitive aging 
or mild cognitive impairment.  
As a speech-language 
pathologist, Northrop works 
with clients recovering from 
strokes or traumatic brain 
injury, as well as those with 
mild cognitive impairment 
and dementia. While tech-
nology and social media are 
commonly used in everyday 
communications, there is no 
standard for training older in-
dividuals how to use technology 
or social media. She thought social 
media has the potential to improve 
language and cognitive function and en-
hance social engagement. However, she couldn’t 
find any training in her field.
Carr also thought about other populations who have indicat-
ed benefitting from communicating online. “If you take folks who 
have some sort of stigmatization, either burn victims or cancer 
patients who don’t want to be known by that, or have some lan-
guage or other processing issues, we can put them online and now 
they’re not stigmatized by that. If we can help those with some 
cognitive deficiencies get online, is this a way to circumvent or 
maybe help rebuild some of their skills?”
People living in rural or isolated areas could also expand their 
communication and social network by being online, Northrop added.
“We know that the more isolated you are, the more likely you 
are to experience depression symptoms, leading to signs of cog-
nitive decline. If we can create a program that helps social media 
become more accessible, that’s huge.”
#GoldenTweets also provides a unique training opportunity 
for first-year CSD graduate students. They were assigned to the 
program as part of their clinical experience and were paired with 
participants. 
“It led to this intergenerational learning piece that was 
unexpected,” Northrop said. “Older individuals love to interact 
with younger individuals. They have this beautiful kind of rapport 
that builds. This program capitalized on that because they were 
learning something new together. The biggest finding was that 
both the students and participants learned and enhanced their 
ability to interact and communicate online. But they 
also loved learning from each other. That 
intergenerational piece was the biggest 
takeaway from the first phase of the 
program.”
Also, the researchers were 
surprised how much the grad-
uate students learned about 
Twitter.
“We assumed students 
would have mastered the 
use of Twitter, as with many 
social media. However, we 
found that the students were 
learning the intricacies of the 
platform right alongside the 
participants,” Northrop said. “The 
#GoldenTweets program helped train 
graduate students in integrating social me-
dia into communication goals by learning how to 
teach someone else of a different generation or back-
ground how to use a technology, how to use a different 
linguistic skill set for Twitter communication specifically, and also 
how Twitter was intended to be used, and how other populations 
would use it.”  
Because it was important that all the participants used the 
same hardware, rather than a mix of laptops, tablets, and smart-
phones, the researchers purchased laptops with a grant awarded 
by the Interdisciplinary Initiative Grant Program in the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
During the semesterlong training program, teams worked 
side-by-side in a campus classroom for one hour each week. During 
the engagement component, they sat across from each other and 
Dr. Jennine Harvey-Northrop
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communicated online. Each week graduate students created an 
action plan for their clients based on their strengths and challenges, 
modifying homework based on skill level. Some students had to 
design visual and memory aids for the participants.
“This teaches students another way to work with a client. It 
shows them you can layer a real-world application for someone 
who has a language disorder like aphasia,” Northrop said.
 The researchers offer the program over 13 weeks each spring 
semester; however last March, the sessions were cut short due to 
the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. There’s a wait list for the 
program, with plans to offer it again next spring. #GoldenTweets is 
delivered in four phases—pre-assessment, social media training, so-
cial media engagement, and post-assessment. Training and engage-
ment include in-person group discussion and interaction, as well as 
multiple online discussions and interactions throughout the week. 
Classes start with the basics, offering information about the 
internet, security, and privacy concerns. One participant asked 
whether a bank account could be compromised; another wondered 
if he could be exposed to the Islamic State militant group (ISIS).
“That’s a valid concern when we say we can let you get on the 
world and talk with anybody,” Carr said. “The first year was a good 
learning experience of the things we should have thought of and 
just couldn’t as we were building the program.”
The professor follows and interacts with participants online 
throughout the week, watching their engagement and comfort 
level grow.
“It’s fun watching some people really hesitantly step online 
with “Hello Twitter.” And then we’ve got a couple who have sort of 
kicked the door in and taken no prisoners and have really learned 
how to do it.”
The program covers media literacy, how to identify fact from 
opinion, and how to verify Twitter accounts for authenticity.
Participant Christa Lawhun had a Twitter account four years 
ago, but she’d forgotten her password. She wanted to get back on 
Twitter to communicate with her grandchildren and stay current 
with technology.
But there was a bigger reason too. After being home on 
disability for four years, suffering from anxiety so deep she could 
only leave her home for doctors’ appointments, she was ready to 
reconnect.
“I was getting back to work and trying to get back into life. It 
was another way to get out and learn and do something,” she said.
Now she’s using Twitter on her computer and phone, getting 
back to one of her passions, networking with animal rescue groups.
“I loved the opportunity to get in and learn more,” she said. 
“It’s a good thing for older 
people.”
Carr and Northrop 
chose Twitter over other 
social media platforms 
because of the low usage 
rate by older adults, as low 
as 8 to 10 percent according 
to AARP. Beyond encouraging 
new social connections, Twitter of-
fers sources of news and information. 
And unlike Facebook, any Twitter user may 
follow anyone else without permission. 
“Twitter is such a tremendous platform because it’s inclu-
sive. They can talk to somebody on the other side of the planet,” 
Northrop said.
The pilot program was offered off-site at an assisted living 
community, where a 92-year-old participated.  
“She was a great example of what we want to do with this 
program,” Northrop said. “I don’t think she would have come if 
she had to leave her home. She did a great job and was just a real 
spitfire. She thrived interacting with her clinician and with us 
online.”
The program may be taken off campus again, as the research-
ers modify the training for different populations, including those 
with communication disorders, and individuals 18 and older with 
aphasia, mild cognitive impairment, traumatic brain injury, stut-
tering, or voice disorders. Also, the researchers may offer intro-
ductory and advanced levels. 
“We’re beginning to pull that information and that data so we 
can enhance the manual for different populations,” Northrop said. 
“It’s going to help us to understand how we can help those with 
normal aging.”
Read more
In a paper co-authored with CSD Professor  
Dr. Ann Beck, Carr and Northrop published their  
preliminary findings in August 2019 in the peer-reviewed 
journal Perspectives of the ASHA Special Interest Groups: 
IllinoisState.edu/GoldenTweets
Dr. Caleb T. Carr
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Domesticating a weeD
Researchers are using plant 
breading and the CRISPR gene 
editing tool to modify penny-
cress seeds to make them edible, 
more nutritious, and resilient to 
climate change. Sedbrook’s team 
has also worked to improve seed 
germination and crop establish-
ment and has genetically fixed 
pennycress’ “pod shatter” prob-
lem, which resulted in about 20 
percent of the seeds falling to 
the ground before they could  
be harvested. 
Dr. John seDbrook
Illinois State Professor Dr. John Sedbrook completed a doctorate in genetics at the University of Wisconsin in Madison and undertook 
postdoctoral study at Stanford University. He has received the Illinois State University Research Initiative and the College of Arts and 
Sciences Outstanding College Researcher awards. 
Sedbrook’s research focuses on identifying molecular genetic mechanisms in plants that can be exploited to improve crops for  
 human use without compromising the plant’s health. A founding member of the Great Lakes Bioenergy Research Center funded by  
the U.S. Department of Energy, his lab identified beneficial mutations in grasses for their use in generating biofuels.
hough farmers consider pennycress (Thlaspi arvense) nothing more than a weed, 
Illinois State Professor of Genetics Dr. John Sedbrook is working to change their 
perspective—and the plant itself. Sedbrook and his student researchers in the 
School of Biological Sciences are genetically modifying pennycress as part of a multistate, 
multi-institutional effort funded by a five-year, $10 million USDA grant and a $13 million 
Department of Energy grant. 
The researchers are attempting to transform the plant into a commercially grown cover 
crop that would be a boon to farmers and the environment. The harvested plant would be 
processed into biofuel, jet fuel, animal feed, and other products.
“This would not only help the environment, but also produce oilseeds that farmers can 
sell in these economically challenging times,” Sedbrook said. “Plants like pennycress take 
carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere to grow. Instead of adding to carbon in the atmosphere 
by digging for fossil fuels, you’re taking carbon that’s already there. So it’s a zero-sum game.”
Domesticated pennycress could be grown as a cold-resistant, high-yield oilseed crop 
across the central United States, where nearly 80 million acres of land devoted to corn and 
soybeans sit dormant in the winter months. Sedbrook said the same process was used in  
the 1960s to convert rapeseed into canola oil, a relative of pennycress that is in widespread 
use today. 
Illinois State researchers—Professor of Water Ecology Dr. Bill Perry, Assistant Professor 
of Crop Science Dr. Nicholas Heller, and Professor of Soil Science Dr. Rob Rhykerd—are 
investigating how planting pennycress on otherwise fallow fields could also help farmers  
reduce soil erosion and nutrient loss, two factors that are imperiling water quality and  
aquatic life locally and as far downstream as the Gulf of Mexico.
This research has been ongoing for 10 years with the latest grant awarded in 2020. 
Illinois State researchers are currently working under the umbrella of the Integrated Penny-
cress Research Enabling Farm and Energy Resilience (IPREFER) program with colleagues 
at Western Illinois University, the University of Minnesota, The Ohio State University, the 
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nothing wasteD
Studies suggest that pennycress could produce 2,000 pounds of seeds  
per acre and yield 80 gallons of oil per acre. That oil has the potential to 
produce 3 billion gallons of biodiesel and jet fuel per year, helping to offset 
a reliance on fossil fuels. The seeds could also be converted into indus-
trial products such as soaps and cosmetics. Furthermore, domesticated 
pennycress seed remnants can be added to meal to feed animals.
builDing infrastructure
IPREFER members are planning 
to establish an infrastructure 
within five years that will enable 
farmers to not only plant and har-
vest domesticated pennycress, but 
also deliver the seeds to process-
ing plants that will convert them 
to fuel and feed. Companies will 
need to be identified to crush  
and process the crop.
scaling up anD spreaDing 
the worD
Researchers plan to move from 
research trials to field trials 
over the next couple of years. 
Grant funds are also supporting 
outreach to farmers and the ag-
ricultural community to educate 




For more information, visit iprefercap.org.
beauty 
products
The text has been adapted from articles written by Rachel Hatch for News.IllinoisState.edu and 
Illinois State alumni magazine. Additional sources: Nature Food, The Pantagraph, and WGLT.
Dr. Shelby Putt, a biological anthropologist, is an assis-
tant professor of anthropology at Illinois State University 
in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology. She 
earned her Ph.D. in anthropology at the University of 
Iowa in 2016, where she was an American Association of 
University Women American Fellow. 
In her research Putt has used neuroimaging 
technology to study the connection between cognition, 
the development of verbal communication, and the 
manufacture and use of stone tools. She received the 
University of Iowa’s Distinguished Dissertation Award 
for her paper Human Brain Activity during Stone Tool 
Production: Tracing the Evolution of Cognition and 
Language.
As a graduate student, she joined a team that trav-
eled to the Indonesian island of Java to study the fossil 
and archaeological record of an ancient bone bed where 
Homo erectus fossils had been discovered. A team she 
worked with discovered that the location is important 
as one of the final settlements on Earth where the last 
of the Homo erectus species, an ancestor to modern 
humans, lived about 100,000 years ago. 
That research made news last December when it 
was published in the journal Nature. Another discovery 
resulting from the trip was Putt found that she thrived in 
the difficult conditions of fieldwork.
Before coming to Illinois State, Putt conducted 
postdoctoral work at the Stone Age Institute, a non-
profit, independent research center dedicated to the 
archaeological study of human origins and technological 
development. She also has worked closely with the 
Human Brain Evolution Lab at Indiana University, where 
she is involved in multiple neuroimaging projects to 
better understand the relationship between the brain, 
language, and technological behaviors.
Putt’s work has appeared in a number of news and 
academic publications, including Interaction Studies, 
Journal of Archaeological Method & Theory, Nature, 
Nature Human Behavior, and Discover Magazine.
In the following Q&A, Putt discusses her research, 
her approach to teaching, her path to becoming a sci-
entist, and how her interest in anthropology was sparked 
almost instantly. 
 
There are scientists in your family. Is that 
how you became interested in anthropology? 
My dad was a scientist, and he always had 
National Geographic and Discover in the 
house. I gravitated to fossil stories, and my 
Intro to Biological Anthropology course in 
college got me interested. On the first day, 
I knew it was for me. 
My dad was a dental researcher. He 
looked into the pathology of the tooth. He 
did a lot of clinical work. My older brother 
is director of the Institute for Drug Dis-
covery at Purdue. I was very ready to go to 
grad school and finished up my undergrad 
in three years and was younger than my 
students as a T.A. at Iowa. 
But, my mother was a band and or-
chestra teacher, so at our house you were 
either a musician, or scientist, or both. I 
played flute and piccolo, and Dad was in  
a band; he played guitar and sang rock  
and roll. 
Q A&The
Piecing together human evolution and  
communication through stone tools
with Shelby Putt
By John Moody
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What is a bio-anthropologist, and what do 
they do? 
A biological anthropologist is a scientist 
who investigates the biology and behavior 
of humans and their closest primate rela-
tives from an evolutionary perspective.
You have researched the link between the 
development of verbal communication and 
the manufacture of stone tools. Can you 
describe that? 
I have always had an interest in language. 
Eventually, I became interested in the bi-
ological evolution of language and how it 
relates to our intelligence. It doesn’t fossil-
ize, so I can’t study direct fossil evidence. 
That’s where archaeology comes in.
Stone tools are an indication of cog-
nition of early humans. Studying language 
and toolmaking is not an idea original to 
me. There have been studies on it. I fell 
into this psychology lab at Iowa, which 
was a developmental psych lab where they 
were interested in infant working memory, 
the development of cognitive features in 
children and infants. 
I wanted to know what brain net-
works are activated—with the use of the 
lab’s neuroimaging technology—when 
replicating these ancient tools. My hy-
pothesis claimed that language and stone 
toolmaking could be analogous processes 
in the brain, which I later tested with my 
dissertation research. I hypothesized that 
we should see language centers of the 
brain light up when making these ancient 
stone tools. To do the research, I enlisted 
the help of over 30 volunteers who had to 
come back over a period of many weeks to 
learn how to make these tools.  
What did you find out? Are the manufacture 
of stone tools and the development of 
language related? 
There is evidence that indicates that some 
features of language may owe their origin 
to the motor and perception systems of 
the brain that are also active during skilled 
stone tool production; however, we are still 
looking into the question of whether stone 
tool manufacture and language co-evolved. 
What my research more clearly shows is 
that early Acheulian toolmaking, relative  
to the earlier and simpler Oldowan in-
dustry, recruits areas of the brain that are 
involved in working memory, planning,  
decision-making, auditory feedback, and 
carrying out complex motor sequences, 
which may signal a step toward more 
human-like thinking around 1.8 million 
years ago.
Is that your most important research to date? 
Yes, I’m most well-known for a related 
paper that was published in Nature Human 
Behavior (2017). I got a fair bit of media 
attention for that one, which surprised me. 
I was featured on NPR’s Science Friday, in 
newspapers, and also in Discover Magazine. 
I was a media darling for a hot second. It 
helps to have a research project that any-
one can relate to. 
You were also a crew member at a 
paleoanthropological excavation site  
doing human evolution research on Java. 
What was that experience like? 
I went for a month with my first grad 
advisor, Russ Ciochon, at Iowa while I was 
a master’s student back in 2010. Our site 
village was called Ngandong. I had traveled 
internationally with my family but only to 
Westernized countries. This was a culture 
clash being in Indonesia, being a minority, 
and not speaking the language, which is 
Javanese. 
I did love doing the fieldwork, liked 
roughing it. It was so hot and humid you 
were sweating as soon as you got out of 
the van. It was an hour drive in and an 
hour back out to our hotel. We had quite 
nice accommodations, and I had my own 
hotel room. But I had to bathe in this 
black water that came out of the faucets. 
I just went with it. But we had fun, and I 
hated to go when we left. One big reason I 
got into anthropology was because I want-
ed to see the world and travel so that was 
really exciting to me. 
What was the work itself like?
I was in a pit all day that was like being in 
an oven. The pit was where Homo erectus 
fossils had been found. We were there to 
look for more and to re-date the site. Un-
fortunately, we didn’t discover any addi-
tional hominin fossils, but we rediscovered 
the original bone bed of animal bones that 
were all mixed together once the river had 
stopped flowing. We were standing on all 
these bones trying to excavate carefully.
The site is quite young—the youngest 
Homo erectus site in the world—but older 
than originally thought. We found that it’s 
not likely that Homo erectus and Homo sapi-
ens came into contact with each other. 
Talk about your work here at Illinois State 
since you arrived last fall to start your first 
faculty job.
I teach a general education class called 
Human Origins. I also teach an advanced 
class, Primate Behavior and Evolution, 
that is made up of students who are both 
undergraduate and graduate level. And, 
I’m the only bio-anthropologist in the 
department.
Find Dr. Shelby Putt’s Nature co-authored paper  
on Homo erectus at IllinoisState.edu/Nature. Keep  
up with Putt and her students’ research in the ISU 
Biological Anthropology Lab by following  
@ISUBioAnth on Twitter.
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Studentresearch
Three Illinois State nursing students 
received a rare opportunity to present 
their research focused on remapping the 
birthing process to eliminate the need for 
a cesarean-section (C-section).
Alex Escobedo, Stone Bock ’16, and 
Shelby Carpenter are students in the 
Mennonite College of Nursing’s (MCN) 
Accelerated B.S.N. option—a program 
designed for students who have completed 
a non-nursing bachelor’s degree prior to 
enrolling. Under the direction of Advocate 
BroMenn Endowed Professor Dr. Marilyn 
Prasun, the three students were selected 
last spring to present their research class 
project at the Midwest Nursing Research 
Society’s (MNRS) annual conference, an 
uncommon invitation for undergraduate 
students. 
“This group is evidence of pulling 
together a team of individuals that are pas-
sionate about a topic and how quickly they 
can move forward,” said Prasun, who splits 
her time between working with nurses at 
Advocate BroMenn and teaching students 
at Illinois State. “A project may seem 
By Evan Linden
Nursing students research ways hospitals can cut back  
on C-sections
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insurmountable at the beginning, but 
in 16 weeks they developed an extensive 
literature review, submitted an abstract. It 
was accepted, and now they’re going to a 
conference.”
Prasun got the topic from Advocate 
BroMenn’s Mother Baby Unit and then 
assigned it in her Research and Theory for 
Evidence-based Practice course. When no 
other groups budged, the three students 
eagerly accepted.
The students had recently completed 
their maternal infant clinical together, so 
the material was fresh in their minds. De-
spite being passionate and knowledgeable 
about their topic, the broad nature of their 
scope posed obstacles at the beginning.
“A big issue at the beginning was fig-
uring out where to even start,” said Bock, 
who received her previous bachelor’s 
degree in molecular and cellular biolo-
gy from Illinois State. “We sat there for 
quite some time. We had to look for what 
keywords we were looking for and what 
databases we were going to use to search 
the literature.”
The students completed a literature 
review using online databases and focused 
on studies that eliminated high-risk preg-
nancies. After various rounds of gathering, 
then discarding, information, the students 
finally found their direction. The group 
decided to analyze the C-section rates of 
first-time mothers. According to the stu-
dents, one in three women in the United 
States have C-sections, with that number 
being slightly higher in the Blooming-
ton-Normal area. 
One important reason for reducing 
C-sections is that once women undergo 
the procedure they are more likely to re-
quire it for future pregnancies. Addition-
ally, C-sections are a high-risk operation 
that should be done only as necessary, ac-
cording to the group’s research. To reduce 
C-sections, the students emphasized the 
importance of evidence supporting nurse 
interventions in the birthing process.
“We went into this knowing that nurs-
es have an impact, but we didn’t know to 
what extent,” said Bock. “After we gath-
ered current evidence from the literature, 
we realized that every single one of the 
interventions that can promote natural 
delivery and reduce the need for a C-sec-
tion, especially in this population, is at the 
nursing level. 
“Nurses are the ones who are at the 
bedside the whole time that the patient is 
laboring, and they really can have a mas-
sive impact on the outcomes for both the 
mom and the baby.”
Some interventions that nurses 
can implement include giving birthing 
mothers a physical assessment; provid-
ing adequate pain management; allowing 
mothers to eat, drink, and walk around; 
and ultimately, communicating with the 
physician.
“We want nurses to advocate and say, 
‘Do we really need to do a C-section, or 
are there other things that we can do to 
promote a safer birth for the mother and 
the baby?’” said Carpenter, who received 
her previous bachelor’s degree in biomed-
ical science. “Nurses need to be focused on 
all of the tiny details because they really 
do matter.”
The students presented their find-
ings at Advocate BroMenn before several 
department heads, where they received 
praise as well as feedback to continue 
fine-tuning their project. In preparation 
for the MNRS conference, the group made 
several edits to their poster.
“We’ve just been putting all of our 
brains together,” said Bock. “We’re mov-
ing things around and making sure it’s as 
perfect as we need it to be.”
The team has made sure to utilize 
their resources, as well. In addition to 
Prasun, the students cited MCN Associate 
Professor Dr. Denise Hammer and Ad-
vocate BroMenn’s Birthing Center nurse 
Keli Sidebottom as their support system. 
“Without them, this project wouldn’t be 
happening,” said Carpenter.
The MNRS annual conference was 
scheduled to take place in early April in 
Schaumburg. However, the conference 
was hosted via Zoom in adherence with 
physical-distancing requirements. For the 
students, it was their first time presenting 
an evidence-based project on a profes-
sional level.
The students said this research  
experience impacted them as nurses. 
“We’ll all finish school by August, so 
this will all be fresh in our minds,” said 
Escobedo, who previously earned a degree 
in health sciences, in the spring. “We’ll be 
bringing this information to our field and 
applying it.”
As this project was the most intensive 
research the students had ever conducted, 
they are proud of themselves and feel that 
they brought a valuable perspective to 
their field.
“As students, we ask more questions,” 
said Carpenter. “We are willing to ques-
tion everything we read because it’s a big 
learning curve for us.”
The students were gearing up to enter 
the field as professionals. 
Escobedo planned to work in pediat-
ric oncology, Bock in cardiology, and  
Carpenter in a neonatal intensive care 
unit. Each student is aware of the chal-
lenges that come with nursing, but their 
passion for what they do inspires them 
to prevail. They have developed a mantra: 
“If you’re not 100% nursing, you’re not 
nursing at all.”
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September 2019: Mallorie Latora, master’s 





try have handled 
the opioid crisis. 
In her research, 
she contrasted 
news articles 
from states with 
high rates of 
opioid-related 
deaths and news articles from states with 
low rates of opioid-related deaths. She 
found that states with low rates of opi-
oid-related deaths published more stories 
on prevention. Additionally, she presented 
her findings at the Broadcast Education 
Association conference in Las Vegas in 
spring 2019.
October 2019: Kara Cicciarelli, doctoral 







tion to bring 
students in for 
a study on the 
history of Illinois 
State. However, 
Cicciarelli was 
actually researching the harmful effects 
of microaggressive language. She exposed 
the students to hurtful language before 
administering a cognitive test and found 
that minority students experienced deplet-
ed cognition after being exposed to hurtful 
language. Her takeaway from the study 
was that words need to be used carefully 
in a college setting to allow all students to 
perform at their fullest potential.
November 2019: Ian Rines, doctoral stu-
dent, School of Biological Sciences
Ian Rines 
worked in the 
labs of Associate 
Professor Dr. 








in crickets. Rines defined sexual conflict 
as reproduction that is not inherently co-
operative. He stated males often gain more 
by monopolizing a female’s eggs. Rines 
found that males provide a nuptial food 
“gift” to females that they eat while mating. 
However, the gifts are not nutritious and 
serve to manipulate female reproductive 
behavior. Rines concluded that females 
with mating experience mate for longer 
periods of time. 
GradbirdScholars
Student research spotlighted through monthly competition
One challenge all researchers must overcome is how to explain their work to a general audience. The Graduate School launched the 
GradBird Scholar initiative in September 2019, in an effort to make scholarly research more accessible while honoring the scholarship  
of Illinois State students.
Each month, a committee of graduate students, faculty, and staff selects a new GradBird Scholar, who is chosen from a cohort of  
students who self-nominate for the award. Submissions are judged on the quality of the research and how clearly it is explained. 
The winners receive a monetary award and are highlighted in a video shared on social media. Last year, about a dozen students  
submitted nominations each month. The following seven individuals were recognized as GradBird Scholars:
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December 2019: Samantha Croney, mas-
ter’s student, Department of Psychology
Samantha 
Croney focused 









as bullying or 
stealing, and reactive aggression, which 
she described as instant responses like 
physical violence. Croney focused on 
4-year-olds as they were transitioning from 
preschool to elementary school. She found 
that inhibition is related to all forms of 
aggression, ultimately caused by new and 
unfamiliar places. Her finding could help 
educators develop appropriate interven-
tions in the future.
February 2020: Austin Calhoun, master’s 




Dr. Ben Sadd’s 
infectious 
disease ecolo-






worsen the effects of infectious diseases. 
In observing bumblebees, he noted that 
the two main stressors they face are para-
sites and pesticides. Calhoun investigated 
whether pesticides worsened the effects 
of infectious diseases in bumblebees, and 
ultimately found evidence to support his 
multiple stressor hypothesis.
March 2020: Joel McReynolds, master’s 




of Politics and 
Government
In collaboration 






investigated whether Illinois State stu-
dents made a difference in the Bloomgin-
ton-Normal community. McReynolds 
surveyed seven community organizations 
who have worked with the University for 
at least five years. The results were over-
whelmingly positive, with several organi-
zations noting that Illinois State students 







For his thesis, 
Jacob Styan ex-
amined why cash 
rent leases have 
increased in Illi-
nois over recent 
decades. These leases are arrangements 
in which the farmer pays the land owner 
a set amount of money for each acre they 
use to farm. Styan stated that since 1995, 
the use of cash rent leases in Illinois has 
steadily increased while the price per acre 
has increased and farmers’ returns have 
decreased. Styan collected a series of data 
points on eight different variables across 
all 102 counties in Illinois over a 21-year 
period. Styan developed four different sta-
tistical models that found that the increase 
in cash rent leases is due to a combina-
tion of six variables. With Illinois farmers’ 
returns steadily decreasing, Styan found it 
important to understand this trend.
Interested graduate students can 
self-nominate at Grad.IllinoisState.
edu/Students/Gradbird-Scholar.  
Winners are announced monthly 
from September to April with 
submissions due on the final day  
of each preceding month. 
How to apply 
G R A D  B I R D
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What do you see as the mission of the 
center?
Essentially, we have three goals. The first 
is to help enable the broader impacts of 
the research that is happening on campus. 
That means, in whatever way it needs to 
happen, we help with STEM education 
and outreach into the community. Our 
second goal is to help enable the imple-
mentation of evidence-based teaching 
practices in STEM classrooms. That’s not 
just here at ISU, but that’s also in K–12 
STEM classrooms. Then our third goal 
is to serve communities that have been 
traditionally underserved by mainstream 
STEM education. STEM fields suffer 
when we don’t have equal representation 
of our diverse society. Part of our mission 
is to address that by providing opportunity 
where there is marginalization or minori-
tization of certain groups of people in 
STEM. 
So those are our three goals. And 
what that looks like is that we do a lot of 
STEM education programming, both on 
campus and beyond.
Is there anything that you want to do new 
or different as the director?
CeMaST has quite a presence statewide 
because CeMaST has been very involved 
in professional development of teachers 
and in the writing of curricula. My vision 
includes having a greater presence on 
campus where we are seen as the go-to 
center if someone needs someone to col-
laborate with. I think that’s perhaps how 
my vision is a little bit different. 
Also, we are a designated research 
center by the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education, and I take that term “research” 
to heart, because I feel like all of our 
activities, need to be evidence-based and 
evidence-driven. When we help new facul-
ty, for example, we need to figure out how 
to implement evidence-based teaching 
practices in their classroom. It also means 
when we develop new programming that 
we evaluate the efficacy of it. 
This is not to say that this hasn’t hap-
pened in the past, but I think a lot of the 
Research
Spotlight
In a small set of offices inside the Campus Religious Center resides one of the more 
far-reaching research centers at Illinois State University. The Center for Mathematics, Sci-
ence, and Technology (CeMaST) has been researching and conducing outreach in STEM 
(science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) education since 1991. 
CeMaST organizes research events on campus targeted to high school students, devel-
ops curriculum and training for STEM teachers throughout Illinois, and works with univer-
sity units on grant-funded research projects nationwide. An example of CeMaST collabo-
rating on a research project is that the unit is acting as the education and outreach arm for 
the recently awarded $10 million United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)-funded 
pennycress project, which involves several Midwest universities. (Read more about that project on Page 12.)
Dr. Rebekka Darner, associate professor of biology education, took over as director of the center last year. Darner had previously 
served as the CeMaST’s assistant director for underrepresented groups. She now oversees a unit with a dozen staff members, most of 
whose positions are funded through grants. In the following Q&A, Darner talked about the center’s role on campus and plans for the 
future.
The interview has been edited for brevity and clarity.
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focus in the past has been on curriculum 
development, which is field-tested a lot. 
But curriculum development very seldom 
overlaps with faculty research interests. 
And so as we are starting to think more 
about supporting faculty research inter-
ests, the field testing becomes less of the 
focus and more of the focus is on evaluat-
ing learning that happens in the context of 
those outreach activities that are enabled 
by the research projects. 
What outreach is CeMaST doing?
Traditionally speaking a lot of CeMaST 
outreach has been the providing of pro-
fessional development for STEM teachers 
all throughout the state. We run a few 
programs that I would classify as outreach, 
although I would argue that they still 
support our research endeavors on cam-
pus. One of them is the Illinois Summer 
Research Academy. And that’s the one that 
brings high schoolers here for a week to 
work in faculty members’ labs and being 
mentored as they do authentic research 
in their areas of interest. And so we have 
faculty members from computer science, 
biology, mathematics, chemistry who all 
participate in the Academy.
Another one is that we put on the 
High School Research Symposium every 
spring. Teams of high schoolers come from 
all over the state in order to present the 
research that they’ve done in their high 
school classrooms. We judge their poster 
presentations, we show them what it’s 
like to be on a college campus, and the 
judges provide valuable feedback on their 
presentations.
Is the center still doing the Smart  
Grid program as well?
Yes, we’ve just got funded for another year. 
And basically, the goal of Smart Grid is 
to teach kids K through 12, and hopeful-
ly their parents too, about making wise 
energy decisions in their home. And we’re 
starting to turn toward also energy-relat-
ed careers. We’ve essentially constructed 
these sets that go out to schools. There’s a 
curriculum that accompanies the set, and 
teachers can get trained on teaching with 
the curriculum in the set, and then once 
they do that, they can check out the sets 
and we ship them to their schools.
How does CeMaST support faculty  
research on campus?
The pennycress project is a good example 
of how we support the research that’s hap-
pening on campus. With that particular 
project, the goal is to improve pennycress 
dramatically so that it is viable as a cash 
cover crop for farmers to diversify their 
economic portfolio. But right now pen-
nycress has a bad rap. It’s seen as a weed; 
it’s something that farmers spray for. And 
if they’re ever going to be convinced that 
it should be something that they should 
purposefully plant on their fields then 
there needs to be education and outreach 
to build that bridge. And so, CeMaST is 
part of that grant, in which we are writing 
4-H curricula, teaching 4-H SPIN (Spe-
cial Interest) Clubs, testing the efficacy of 
those SPIN Clubs, and also making use 
of agricultural lessons that are already 
out there in the ether and really adapting 
them for cover crops or adapting them to 
highlight the potential of pennycress. 
All of that work occurs here with 
CeMaST staff. And what that does is it 
enables big projects like the (pennycress) 
project to have people whose expertise is 
in STEM education really committed to 
that goal of the project, rather than the ge-
neticists and the graduate students being 
pulled away from the science in order to 
do the outreach.
For more information about the Center for  
Mathematics, Science, and Technology, visit  
CeMaST.IllinoisState.edu and follow the center  
on Facebook (/ISUCeMaST) and Twitter  
(@CeMaST_ISU).
Students participate in the 2019 Illinois Summer Research Academy.
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USDA grant to fund renewable  
energy research
Dr. David Kopsell, professor of horticul-
ture, and Dr. LC (Liangcheng) Yang, assis-
tant professor of environmental health, 
have received a two-year, nearly $150,000 
grant from the United States Department 
of Agriculture National Institute of Food 
and Agriculture (USDA-NIFA).
The purpose of this USDA-NIFA 
grant program is to increase the capacity 
of universities with agriculture or renew-
able energy programs to develop original 
research, provide educational training, and 
increase outreach activities. This project 
will create research opportunities for 
faculty and students in the investigation 
of the energy potential and feasibility of 
incorporating anaerobic digestion of plant 
wastes in small to medium-sized conven-
tional and organic farming composting 
operations. 
This funding will also allow multi-
ple units across campus—including the 
Departments of Agriculture and Health 
Sciences and the School of Biological 
Sciences—access to demonstration-scale 
anaerobic digestor equipment to better 
prepare students for employment in agri-
cultural and renewable energy careers. The 
researchers anticipate adding hands-on 
anaerobic digestion laboratory activities in 
courses such as Organic Crop Production, 
Fruit & Vegetable Production, and Renew-
able Energy and Agriculture, impacting 
over 150 students.  
Dr. John Sedbrook, professor of 
genetics, is the internal project evaluator. 
The researchers will also partner with the 
University Farm at Lexington and local 
organic farms such as PrairiErth Farm in 
Atlanta.
Office of Student Research offers grants 
to undergraduate students
The Office of Student Research has two 
grant programs available this school year. 
The Undergraduate Research Sup-
port Program provides up to $2,500 to an 
individual undergraduate student or up to 
$3,000 to support a group of undergradu-
ate students engaged in an intensive, fac-
ulty-mentored research experience during 
the current academic year. 
The Undergraduate International 
Research Support Program provides up 
to $2,500 for individual students or up to 
$3,000 for group projects to support un-
dergraduate students engaged in an inten-
sive, faculty-mentored research experience 
during the current academic year. 
Visit StudentResearch.IllinoisState.
edu/Funding for more information about 
both grant opportunities.
Andy Mitchell receives $231,000 NSF 
grant to provide insights for chemists 
Helping chemists fine-tune reactions in 
the lab has taken on a new importance in 
these days of coronavirus (COVID-19). Il-
linois State University’s Dr. Andy Mitchell 
will continue his work providing insights 
on chemical reactions with a recent 
$231,000 grant from the National Science 
Foundation (NSF). 
Dr. Andy Mitchell
Drs. David Kopsell and LC (Liangcheng) Yang
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“We’re looking for new reactions and 
little nuances about current reactions that 
will assist the broader scientific communi-
ty,” said Mitchell, an associate professor of 
organic chemistry. 
Mitchell leads undergraduate and 
graduate students in organic synthesis 
research, which means using chemical 
reactions to make organic compounds in 
the laboratory. The NSF grant will enable 
Mitchell and his team to further explore a 
specific type of reaction, known as “cyc-
loadditions,” that forms rings and builds 
complexity.
A lot of biologically active molecules 
have rings in them, and cycloadditions al-
low us to combine two flat things together 
in an efficient way toward a three-dimen-
sional product,” said Mitchell. This is the 
second three-year NSF grant for Mitchell’s 
lab dedicated to examining cycloadditions. 
“We want to pull back the veil of these re-
actions and understand them in a deeper 
way, which could lead to new applications, 
or expanding the scope of current applica-
tions,” he said.  
$1.2 million grant to assist future  
teachers of infants and toddlers  
who are deaf or blind
Illinois State University’s Drs. Maribeth 
Lartz and Mindy Ely have received a $1.23 
million grant from the U.S. Department of 
Education to assist students in their future 
work with infants and toddlers who are  
blind or deaf and their families.
The funds will help develop the 
LIMITLESS program, which stands for 
Leveraging Instruction to Maximize Inter-
disciplinary Teaming in Learning Environ-
ments of Family Systems When Children 
Have Sensory Disabilities. The program 
leads cohorts of Illinois State students in 
integrating special education and speech 
language pathology course work into their 
training.
“We have a perilous shortage—not 
only in the state of Illinois, but the na-
tion—of early intervention practitioners 
for children who are blind or deaf, ages 
birth to 3,” said Lartz, a professor of deaf 
education. “These early years are a critical 
time, not just for development of the child, 
but also for the families.” 
The first year of the grant will be 
devoted to developing the curriculum and 
course work for the integrated program. 
The second through fifth year will yield 
an increase in graduate enrollment by 
supporting two cohorts of new students 
as they complete the two-year program, 
taking classes in both departments, and 
collaborating on projects and fieldwork 
experiences. All students in the program 
will be eligible to apply for early interven-
tion credentials.
“We’re not aware of any similar inter-
disciplinary programs geared toward ages 
0-3 in the country,” said Lartz. “The goal is 
to train professionals to empower families 
to meet their needs and those of their 
children throughout their lives.”
Justin Vickers wins Fulbright  
Scholar Award to conduct research  
in United Kingdom
The U.S. Department of State and the J. 
William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship 
Board has given a Fulbright U.S. Scholar 
Program award to Dr. Justin Vickers to 
conduct research at the University of Sur-
rey, Guildford, in the United Kingdom.
An associate professor and artist 
teacher of voice in the School of Music 
at Illinois State, Vickers will conduct 
research at the BBC Written Archives, 
Archives of the Royal Opera House, and 
the Britten-Pears Foundation, and com-
plete the manuscript for his extensive 
monograph The Aldeburgh Festival of Music 
and the Arts: A History of the Britten and 
Pears Era, 1948–1986 (The Boydell Press). 
He will also host a conference on Postwar 
Festival Culture in the British Isles at the 
University of Surrey and will lead semi-
nars and masterclasses on the creative and 
commissioning processes related to mod-
ern song cycles and opera with students 
of the University of Surrey and Trinity 
Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance, 
London. 
Vickers will also perform in recital 
appearances throughout England while in 
residence and will collaborate on pro-
gramming with the Britten-Pears Founda-
tion and Benjamin Britten’s home at The 
Red House, Aldeburgh, Suffolk.
Drs. Mindy Ely and Maribeth Lartz
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In his new book, Toward Freedom: The 
Case Against Race Reductionism (Verso, 
2020), Dr. Touré Reed, a professor of 
history at Illinois State University, 
challenges the commonplace miscon-
ception that lingering racial disparities 
in wealth, employment, and incarcer-
ation are owed—in part—to liberal 
policymakers’ failure to recognize the 
impact of racism on Black Americans. 
Identity-politics-informed ac-
counts of contemporary disparities 
often allege liberal antiracist policies 
have been hobbled by a decades-long 
commitment to “class reductionism,” 
which refers to a singular focus on 
class at the expense of other challeng-
es. Instead, Reed, who researches the 
impact of race and class ideologies on 
American civil rights politics and U.S. 
public policy, contends that postwar 
liberalism’s failure to end racial dispar-
ities is owed to liberal policymakers’ 
tendency toward, what he calls “race 
reductionism.”    
“While it is true that Black civil 
rights leaders and labor leaders during the 
New Deal and World War II viewed racial 
inequality through the lens of economic 
inequality, by the time of the Cold War, 
class-informed understandings of inequal-
ity were displaced by culturalist or even ra-
cialist frameworks,” said Reed, who noted 
these frameworks treated racial inequities 
as exceptions to capitalism. 
According to Reed, the antipoverty 
and antiracists policies advanced by Dem-
ocratic presidential administrations from 
John F. Kennedy through Barack Obama 
failed to eliminate racial disparities be-
cause they uncoupled racial inequities 
from the political-economic processes 
that engendered them. “Since the 
1960s, liberal social policies have been 
shaped by constructs such as eth-
nic pluralism, culture of poverty and 
underclass ideology, and even diver-
sity and intersectionality, which have 
tended to impute a rigidity to race that 
understates its historically-contingent 
fluidity,” said Reed.   
Reed argues the retreat from 
class-based politics since the postwar 
period has led liberal policymakers to 
attribute lingering racial disparities to 
either the alleged cultural failings of 
poor Blacks or the presumed ingrained 
racism of whites, with little regard for 
the impact of big economic trends on 
Blacks. “Ironically, what liberal policy-
makers have not done, then, is advocate 
agendas intended to counter the effects 
of issues like deindustrialization, the 
decline of the union movement, public 
sector retrenchment, and wage stagna-
tion that have characterized the last 40 or 
more years of American life—all of which 
have impacted Blacks disproportionately.”   
In Toward Freedom, Reed contends 
policy prescriptions like those advocated 
by the Bernie Sanders campaign are essen-
tial to redressing racial disparities. “While 
some, like famed public intellectual Ta-Ne-
hisi Coates or, ironically, Hillary Clinton 
and Joe Biden, disparaged Senator Sand-
ers calls for programs like living wage poli-
cies, universal health care, expansion of the 
public sector, free public higher education 
Touré Reed explores failure of social policy for Black Americans   
The Complex Development of Preservice 
and Inservice Teacher Identities
By Dr. Thomas P. Crumpler and Dr. Lara J. 
Handsfield, professors, School of Teaching 
and Learning (Peter Lang, 2020)
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as deflections from so-called Black issues, 
Sanders’ platform was actually very similar 
to policy prescriptions proposed by civil 
rights leaders during the 1960s,” said Reed, 
pointing to the organizers of the March on 
Washington for Jobs and Freedom (1963), 
the Freedom Budget for All (1966-1968), 
and the Poor People’s Campaign (1968). 
“Civil rights leaders like A. Philip 
Randolph, Bayard Rustin, and even Martin 
Luther King Jr. were clear that antidis-
crimination policies alone would fail to 
end disparities in employment or housing 
because the economic game had changed 
substantially between the 1940s and 1960s,” 
said Reed. He noted the Civil Rights 
Movement’s great legal and legislative 
victories came at a time when the United 
States was in the throes of a seismic eco-
nomic change, which necessarily narrowed 
the impact of the blows struck to racist 
practices and policies by the courts and 
antidiscrimination legislation from the 
1950s through the 1960s. 
Many contemporary activists re-
act negatively to calls for viewing racial 
inequality through the lens of American 
political-economy, perceiving those who 
insist that racial disparities are necessarily 
wed to class inequality as dismissing the 
issue of racism. Reed says this is a sleight 
of hand.  
“Racism is obviously a real social phe-
nomenon that impacts people’s day-to-day 
life, including my own,” he said. “But while 
antidiscrimination policies remain nec-
essary, those who insist on treating racial 
inequality as if it exists in a world apart 
from its economic and political context are 
not only advocating, whether they know 
it or not, the same approach to ending 
racial disparities that has already proved 
incapable of redressing the needs of poor 
and working-class Black Americans, but 
they are also echoing a conservative, not a 
progressive, default in postwar American 
liberalism.” 
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Undergraduate Radiance Campbell’s 
entry, “Consent & Intent,” (left) which tells a story 
of people learning how to treat each other across 
racial lines, and graduate student Bret Williams’ 
entry, “Just a Little Light Reading,” (right) which 
shows a farm with a MapIR spectral imaging 
camera, received the top prizes last spring in the 
Office of Student Research’s inaugural Image 
of Research competition. View all the finalists’ 
submissions at StudentResearch.IllinoisState.edu.
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